Happy Friday!

Show everyone just how much fun it
is to be on a bike! Be friendly to everyone
you meet. You never know where your next friend might come
from...maybe it’s that cutie to your left. Clean up your trash.
This is our city and every neighborhood belongs to someone.
Trash containers are everywhere, so use ‘em! If you choose to
drink, keep it under control. SMILE! Remember, we are
having fun tonight. We’re not pasty-faced for lack of sunlight,
stuck in a cage waiting for traffic to clear!
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Welcome to the April 2009 issue of The Derailleur, an unofficial publication
of Chicago Critical Mass. This month, learn how to ride in the rain so you’ll
be comfortable when you arrive at any of the featured events. To contribute
to future issues or to host an assembly party, write to TheDerailleur@gmail.
com. If you like The Derailleur but don’t want to contribute writing or artwork,
please consider making a donation. The project is $1,003.58 in the red so it
could use some financial support. Please send donations to The Derailleur
c/o willow naeco, 8005 Edgewater Rd. #206, North Riverside, IL 605461897. (Please do not send cash in the mail.) You can also make a PayPal
donation to TheDerailleur@gmail.com. Thanks in advance, and to those
who regularly donate, thanks again! For other ways to support this zine, go
to thechainlink.org/group/thederailleur. This issue was compiled by willow
naeco. THANK YOU: Andrew Bedno, Aveo, Bob Kastigar, Bob Matter,
Gabe, garth, Howard Kaplan, Jane Healy, Joe, Jon Kabb, Kathy Schubert,
Lowell Nelson, Matthew DiPietro, mike w., Mr. Bike, Natalie, Rachel, T.C.
O’Rourke, and UV Metal Arts. xoxo –willow

Grand Opening
West Town Bikes is opening a
community bike shop on Paseo
Boricua at 2459 W. Division
St. Come celebrate the new
community and bike education
center on Friday, May 1st from
5-10 p.m. Food and beverages
will be served along with beer
provided by New Belgium
Brewing. The event will feature
musical performances by Mucca
Pazza, Nuestro Tambo, and other
local performers.

Find out more by visiting
westtownbikes.org/
GrandOpening.
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Schnauzer,

Joey Ms. age
15-1/2, was born in Joliet, IL. A
lifelong resident of Chicago, she was
cofounder of Chicago Cycling Club
and its club mascot for 15 years.
She also rode with Chicago Critical
Mass, San Francisco Critical Mass,
and Cycling Sisters Chicago. She
rode RAGBRAI ten times, cycled
in France, Portugal, California, New
York, Minnesota, Oregon, and Utah,
and rode from Ottawa, Canada to
Washington, D.C. Joey led a ride in
honor of her Bark Mitzvah. It was a Tour of Temples. Her mileage
was as high as 2,000 per year for several years of her short life. She
always wore her helmet. She won countless prizes for costumes at
Halloween. Her best one was Elvis in her pink Cadillac based on a
bicycle trailer. She was the October 2008 calendar girl for the PAWS
calendar. She appeared on many TV news programs and in magazines
and newspapers. She had her own web site (kangarooconnection.
com/joeyspage.html). She went over the rainbow on Monday,
April 13th at 10:30 a.m. She is survived by her dog guardian Kathy
Schubert, her groomer Missy Baumgarten, her Uncle Ernie in
Florida, and countless friends in Illinois and Iowa. Donations may
be made in her honor to PAWS (pawschicago.org) 1110 W. 35th St.,
Chicago, IL 60609 or West Town Bikes (westtownbikes.org) 2459
W. Division St., Chicago, IL 60622. A celebration of her life was
held on Saturday, April 18th at Ms. Schubert’s home. They feasted
on Joey’s favorite people foods: carrots, bagels, and apples.
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What is
Critical
Mass?

Critical Mass is a free, fun
bike ride that happens on the
last Friday of every month
in different cities all over the
world. It’s also a movement
to promote the use of
bicycles as a viable means of
transportation.

Ditch
Your
Car...
Use A Bike Instead!
Save money, save the environment, and get some exercise all at the same time.

It’s an open event that invites individuals to express
themselves creatively, socially, politically, artistically,
vocally, etc. to an audience of their friends, neighbors,
coworkers, and fellow citizens.
It’s a wonderful bike party parade that celebrates the
freedom of traveling under your own power and being
part of the environment of the places you pass through.
It’s a reclamation of space, a demonstration to show
that the city belongs to people,
not machines.
Critical Mass is a free market
of ideas so Critical Mass is
whatever/whoever is at it. Critical
Mass is a fantastic, fun time, so
come join the ride!
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last Friday of every month
in different cities all over the
world. It’s also a movement
to promote the use of
bicycles as a viable means of
transportation.

How do I do that?

• Put a basket on the front of
your bike • Add a rear rack
• Get panniers • Use a bike
“trunk” • Use a cargo trailer
• Use a kid trailer • Get a
“modified” cargo bike • Use
grocery panniers (each holds
one paper grocery bag)

Look around you for ideas on how others are using their bikes to
run their errands, do their shopping, and even pick up their drycleaning. It’s easy! Using a bicycle to run errands is a cost-effective
and healthy way to get around. Challenge yourself to make the
world a better place!
Resources:
bv.com.au/bikes-and-riding/11157/
cicle.org/bike_now/carry_stuff.php
cyclingsisters.org/node/13 (or 87 or 90)
runmuki.com/commute/commuting5.html
totalbike.com/web/UrbanBikers/tip5.html
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MS Ride with Phil Keoghan
Saturday, April 25
(of The Amazing Race)

Phil is riding across the country to raise money for Multiple Sclerosis. He will
be coming through Chicago on Saturday. Some podunk towns have made
HUGE deals of his arrival and it would be cool if our cycling community
goes big as well. You DO NOT have to donate to ride but it would be nice of
you. And you DO have to fill out the waiver from the site and bring it with ya.
Check out the video blog ‘cause it’s entertaining (philridesacrossamerica.
com/daily_blog.html). And I can tell ya that Phil is an awesome guy. Let’s
show him what a great cycling city this is! –Gabe

Location: 218 W. North Ave.

Festivities & check-in: 8:30-9:30 a.m.

Ride
start
time: 9:30 a.m.
Register:
philridesacrossamerica.com/register.html

Call 312.421.4500 for more information.
“Having multiple sclerosis means that you may suddenly
have blurry vision. Or that your memory will fail you for
no apparent reason. Or that you may not always be
able to walk, let alone ride a bike. The symptoms of MS
are different, and unpredictable, for everyone - the only
certainty is that every hour, someone new is diagnosed with
MS. I want to do something for people who are living with
MS and I want to do everything to prevent more people
from learning what it means to live with this disease...The
National Multiple Sclerosis Society will use funds collected
from the Bike MS ride to not only support research for a
cure tomorrow, but also to provide programs which address
the needs of people living with MS today.” - Phil Keoghan
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Two-Honk Tuesday!

What: Two-honk Tuesday
When: All day, every Tuesday, whenever you encounter
another cyclist (and Wednesday through Monday too if
you like).

Wait–what??: A Chicago tradition, rumored to have started

sometime around 2007, by which passing cyclists acknowledge each other
with two friendly toots of the honky-horn, or rings of the bell, or just by
yelling “Wonk Wooonk!!!” (or at least smile, or nod perceptibly, darn it).

Why: Bikes are seemingly everywhere, but still constitute only a tiny

percentage of modeshare. Are we really ready to blaze by each other in
cold anonymity, without a couple of toots or rings, or at least a friendly
smile and a little wave to say, “You’re not alone, and thanks for cycling!”
I say not!!!
-Howard
P.S. I’d like to be able to give out honky horns more often. Please contact
me (ho3ard@fastmail.net) if you’re interested in contributing to a quantity
(wholesale) purchase. And big thanks to those who already have!
5
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Did you know that when you donate blood through
LifeSource you can provide them with a group code to give
Chicago Critical Mass credit for your efforts to help save lives?
The Chicago Critical Mass group code is CM99. Please
consider using this code for all of your future LifeSource blood
donations. Just tell the person at the front desk that you have
a group code and that it is CM99. LifeSource is familiar
with the CM99 code at the Thompson Center donor center but if they look at you funny, it is the
perfect opportunity to talk up Chicago Critical Mass.

Homemade Mud Flaps

Do you have fenders and mud flaps to keep the muck
off you? Go to tinyurl.com/qkyy7 for a template of a
commercial bike mud flap you can trace and cut out of a
large detergent bottle. Drill a small hole in your fender and fasten the mud
flap on the inside with a nut and bolt. Color coordinate your mud flaps with
your bike! –Bob Matter

If today is not a good day to donate, you can walk in or schedule an appointment M-F 7 a.m. to
6 p.m. If the Thompson Center is not a good location for you, visit their web site (lifesource.org)
for a list of donor centers and hours that are more convenient for you.
Please join me and other Chicago Critical Mass riders
on July 3 at the Thompson Center to donate blood at
LifeSource. (Donate sooner if you can.)

The following are tips for riding in the rain from members of the
chainlink. Not a member? Visit thechainlink.org and sign up today!

Time: 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on July 3
Location: LifeSource, 100 W. Randolph St. (second floor of the Thompson Center)
Contact: lifesource.org or 877.543.3768

mike w.: Fenders/mudguards will work wonders for comfort, often more
than rain gear. Let ‘em laugh if someone disparages your bike; you’ll
never again worry about getting a greasy racing stripe up your bum and
back.

If you’ve never donated blood before and are nervous/don’t know what to expect, contact me
(TheDerailleur@gmail.com). I’ve had great experiences donating blood and look forward to
helping save lives in this simple way.
I hope to see you on July 3. Be sure to spread the word to your friends and family too!
–willow naeco P.S. If you are unable or unwilling to donate blood or if you are deferred, please
consider joining the Chicago Critical Mass Kiva team to improve lives in a different way. For more
information, visit kiva.org/team/chicagocriticalmass.

Joe: Rain pants, rain coat, fenders, booties over Sperry top-siders (if
I’m not clipping in), a cap pulled low. All these things keep riding in the
rain fun. Because the Sperry top-siders are so simple, they fit perfectly
inside my Performance booties. No laces to muck things up. I’m sure a
similar pair of Vans would work, but most other (non bike-specific) shoes
would probably be too bulky. I use my Performance booties mostly for
commuting. I just leave the shoes in the booties and keep my regular
shoes at work. Saves time and effort (and probably wear on the booties).
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I second the motion for SKS Race blades (mine require some regular
adjustments, but they get the job done) and rain pants. And I second
every pro-wool comment. I rocked the Icebreaker base layer all winter,
wool socks from REI, and smartwool liner gloves as a base too.
Lowell Nelson: For cold or wet riding I love my
NEOS (overshoe.com). They are clumsy to walk in,
but great for riding. Your feet stay warm and dry. If
you do a lot of night riding, a hub generator can’t be
beat. It’s always there, never needs new batteries,
and the drag is not noticeable, REALLY. Reflective
stuff (tape, stickers, clothing) is also great for night riding. Cars can see
you at a great distance and the darker it is, the better it works.
Natalie: I have a pair of Specialized Sub-Zero gloves that thus far have
proved my most waterproof, although in heavy rain make sure you have
the gauntlets under your jacket sleeves or you’ll get water in the gloves,
even if the gauntlets are cinched. My beef with
the Sub-Zeros is that they...are not warm enough
for true Chicago winter riding...Gloves that have
failed me include REI’s Minimalist glove, made
of their allegedly but not remotely waterproof
Elements fabric, and Pearl Izumi’s Zephr glove,
which claims to be water-resistant but isn’t good
for anything remotely damp. (Not a bad wind
barrier, though.) If it’s pouring when I leave the
house, I usually wear GORE-TEX oversocks and
booties. But if I get caught without them, I have a
ratty older pair of SPD shoes that I can use in a
7
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pinch the next day. I stuff my shoes with
wadded-up newspaper to dry them out
more quickly.
Jon Kabb: For 3-season rain wear: rain
pants (I prefer full zip), rain jacket (light,
not a hard shell; GORE-TEX and eVent
are some of the better waterproofing)
with a good hood, possibly clear glasses
if the rain is that bad, waterproof shoes.
If it’s cold, you might want warmer socks
if it’s a cold rain. Waterproof gloves
(not necessarily insulated, just a shell).
Depending on your pack, a rain cover is
convenient unless your pack is waterproof
or near waterproof. Gloves with a snot
wipe are nice to wipe lenses off with
(assuming you didn’t wipe your nose on
it). I keep a buff wear with me in case the
road is kicking up all types of crap into my
face so I don’t get nasty road debris in my mouth. Sometimes, instead of
rain pants, I wear soft shell pants cuz they have a little fleece and stretch
better, but they’re not fully waterproof. You could use gaiters instead
of rain pants too, I guess. Fenders are helpful. Working red and white
(blinking) lights are nice in the rain when there’s no sun because I feel like
drivers forget about bikers with the added annoyance of rain while driving.
Of course, ask around what people do. Everyone has his or her own
method for what works and some of this stuff can be expensive so you
want to make the right purchase the first time. Try biking in merino wool
19
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like icebreaker or ibex. It’s way better than the synthetic stuff...Besides
Gore membranes, eVent is probably the next most breathable membrane.
It allows air to pass out but not in. All other proprietary membranes by any
vendors such as Marmot, Mountain Hardwear, Cloudveil, TNF has the
same waterproof rating, just slightly less breathability. Nice rain jackets on
the market in my opinion are the Marmot precip, Marmot nano, Patagonia
Rain shadow, OR revel jacket (has pit zips from mid bicep to the bottom of
the jacket). For rain pants, I’d suggest going basic cuz fancy pants aren’t
worth it unless you’re on your bike 24/7 and feel the need for an upgrade.
Aveo: Stuff newspaper into your wet shoes after a
rainy day. Your shoes will be dry by morning.
UV Metal Arts: For a day in the high 30’s you could
wear light pants/jacket shell as well as socks made
from a breathable waterproof fabric like GORE-TEX.
Buying tips: Don’t buy items with insulation; layers
are your friend. Jackets at a minimum must have zippers in the armpits for
ventilation. Also a front zipper with snaps or Velcro fasteners are helpful
so your jacket can be closed without the front zipper sealing things up.
Pants also come with zip-vents, but you have to look for them. Remember,
the more ventilation you have, the faster you ride. On real cold days, when
you leave the house you should be a little cold, so you will not have to
remove a layer mid-ride once warmed up. Always have an extra layer to
put on if your bike breaks down or if it gets colder. When messengering,
watch out for warm dry days with air conditioning on in the buildings that
turn into wet ones with low 60-degree temps or below. (More common
than you think.) You’ll find yourself soaked to the bone (because it was too
warm for rain gear earlier) going in and out of the cold, then having to wait

cyclists and no good choices. Until out
of downtown, if unfamiliar with the roads,
stay watchful for the visible towers of
bridges, then carefully navigate the often
uneven pedestrian walkways. Additional
extreme hazards are road level railway
crossings, and plain old potholes and gravel. All of these
can be addressed through energy and alertness and ability,
protective gear appropriate for skill level (helmet, wrists,
elbows/knees), and a forehead light helps. Critical Mass’ chief
challenge to skaters after baseline street skills is the uneven
speed, which may range from a crawl to test one’s patience,
to bursts so fast as to require paced breathing, to prolonged
inclines requiring shortened power strokes. These variations
are less meaningful to cyclists. Overall, some 15-25 miles
are covered in 3-4 hours. Finally, I tell you truly from lengthy
experience that really often there is no plan. Be prepared to
find yourself anywhere, or watch for outs en route, and have
phone numbers of others in the mass. All that said, if you are
strong and/or foolhardy enough, CCM can be an unparalleled
adventure for inline skaters and boarders, and is a beloved
treasure in my every month.
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CRITICAL MASS WELCOMES
SKATERS!
ChicagoSkater.org host Andrew Bedno
wishes to thank Chicago cyclists for their
wonderfully open welcome to skaters. Andrew is a longtime inline skater participant in Chicago’s Critical Mass
and World Naked Bike Ride events, and supporter of The
Derailleur.

SOME WORDS ON SKATING WITH
CRITICAL MASS
Andrew cautions skaters first off beware
of suddenly coming upon UNPAVED
BRIDGES! Several major crossings out
from central downtown have unskatable
grates which can injure. Furthermore,
one may hit them without enough
warning to gracefully get to a side
and be faced with rear approaching
17
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for a package, next thing you know your lips are blue. I’ve gone as far as
stuffing my button-up short-sleeve shirt with plastic bags bummed from
the secretary just to finish off the day.
Rachel: A friend was throwing away an old hooded
raincoat. I took scissors to it: salvaging the hood
with its front visor and under-chin snap created
a headpiece that rolls and fits into my little bike
pouch under my seat for emergency rain headgear.
Cutting out the complete pockets created waterresistant organizer pouches.
T.C. O’Rourke: (Nov. 2008) After 4 years of daily use, my trusty
Performance brand, GORE-TEX cycling jacket was ready to be retired. I
continued using it for another 2 years. Therefore, I am in the market for a
new, year-round/all-weather/rain/outer layer jacket. I am looking to spend
$150-$200. Absolutely Essential Traits: *Totally waterproof *Breathable
*Available in a light but muted color *Cycling style but looser cut for
layering *Adjustable Velcro bands at cuffs vs. elastic *Lightweight and
easy to carry. Would be nice: *GORE-TEX brand fabric *Front pockets
*Available at a local shop *Reflective piping/patches *Hood or hood
attachment *Pit zips. I’m NOT looking for a parka, nor advice on how I
can fashion a perfectly good rain jacket from discarded plastic bags and
dental floss. (April 2009) So...after many months hemming and hawing
and then waiting for the end of the season clearance prices, I have finally
purchased my jacket. What happened, to be honest, is I undertook a MI/
IN/IL cycling trip and accidentally (?!) left my jacket at home. After a train
ride of much ridicule, we arrived in Ann Arbor and I hit the town, searching
with a new-found urgency. Former AA residents in our party suggested
10
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Bivouac, an independent outdoor goods
concern. There I rapidly tried on numerous
garments, including models by Patagonia,
Mountain Hardwear, North Face, and
Marmot. I settled on the Arc’teryx Alpha
SL Jacket in the Coffee Bean (very dark
grey/brown) color (arcteryx.com/Product.
aspx?Mens/Cycling/Alpha-SL-Jacket). It’s
a 100% waterproof, extremely breathable
shell made from GORE-TEX PacLite
material. It weighs next to nothing, has two
front pockets, an oversized hood that fits
over my helmet but does not block peripheral vision. It’s a cycling cut with
a longer back and sleeves, Velcro cuff adjustments and pit zips. It has
very high quality seams and zippers and a boss little logo. Total with tax
was $270. The MSRP was $300, but the friendly gents enticed me with
a 15% discount. This was more than I originally intended, but it appears
I will be working outside quite a bit more, regardless of the weather. I
further rationalized it in terms of finally being done with the ordeal of
selecting a replacement. All this aside from the fact that I was going to
freeze my ass off if I didn’t possess outerwear on this trip. A few members
of my party were familiar with the brand and had only good things to say.
One immediately recognized the quality. The following day I recalled that a
courier friend wears the same brand, likely the same model. These things
reinforce my positive feeling about the purchase. The only drawbacks
I see are: The hood does not detach, stow, stuff or roll up in anyway. It
has interfered with my over the shoulder glances a few times. I haven’t
yet experimented with possible solutions/modifications. It’s very dark

Kiva provides a data-rich, transparent lending platform. We are constantly working to
make the system more transparent to show how money flows throughout the entire
cycle, and what effect it has on the people and institutions lending it, borrowing it,
and managing it along the way. To do this, we are using the power of the internet to
facilitate one-to-one connections that were previously prohibitively expensive. Child
sponsorship has always been a high overhead business. Kiva creates a similar
interpersonal connection at much lower costs due to the instant, inexpensive nature
of internet delivery. The individuals featured on our web site are real people who
need a loan and are waiting for socially-minded individuals like you to lend them
money.
* Kiva is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, incorporated in November 2005.
* “Kiva” is a Swahili word which means “unity” or “agreement”.
* Kiva is the world’s first online micro-lending platform.
* Kiva was cofounded by Matt and Jessica Flannery, when they were 28 and 27
respectively.
* Previously, Kiva CEO and Cofounder Matt Flannery was an engineer at Tivo.
Premal Shah, Kiva President, was a product manager at PayPal.
* PayPal provides Kiva with free payment processing. Kiva’s is the first account
at PayPal with a free payment processing agreement.
* The minimum amount that can be loaned to an entrepreneur on Kiva is $25.
* Kiva partners with microfinance institutions around the world, referred to on
the Kiva web site as Field Partners.
* Recipients of a Kiva Loan are referred to as “entrepreneurs”, contributors to a
Kiva Loan are referred to as “Kiva Lenders”.
* Anyone with an e-mail address can create a Kiva Account. Anyone who can
make payments using a credit card or PayPal account can be a Kiva Lender.
* Currently, Kiva Lenders can only receive 0% interest on their loan. Kiva hopes
to allow Field Partners to offer non-zero interest rates to Kiva Lenders.
* Kiva is headquartered in San Francisco, CA.
* Kiva currently employs 34 full-time staff members.
(Information from kiva.org)
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Join the Chicago
Critical Mass
Team
kiva.org/team/chicagocriticalmass

with no reflective piping. I’m pretty religious about using lights, so this is
pretty much a non-issue. But every bit of reflectivity helps. My last jacket
had a light mesh liner, which kept the GORE-TEX material off my skin
and added some warmth. This one is really the absolute minimum shell;
not sure if I’ll be needing an extra layer in the winter. However, it may be
cooler in the summer and a bit more versatile. Thus far I am quite pleased.
I shall report back on its performance in the coming months.

Kiva partners with existing expert microfinance institutions. In doing so, we gain
access to outstanding entrepreneurs from impoverished communities world-wide.
Our partners are experts in choosing qualified entrepreneurs. That said, they
are usually short on funds. Through Kiva, our partners upload their entrepreneur
profiles directly to the site so you can lend to them. When you do, not only do you
get a unique experience connecting to a specific entrepreneur on the other side
of the planet, but our microfinance partners can do more of what they do, more
efficiently.

Bob Kastigar: When it rains, I get wet.
Seriously, I’ve learned to adjust rather
than fight it. Several years ago, in Lake
Mills, Wisconsin I came across a girl also
touring. It was threatening rain. She told
me “Just dress in a way you can take the
water and keep pedaling. You’ll get wet no
matter what you do and there’s not much
to be gained by stopping unless it’s really
a storm.” Part way on the way to Madison
it did start to storm, and we pulled into a
barn. We were both soaked. In touring, I now do this. I do carry a pair of
water sandals or loafers that can get wet. They’re for water-wearing, like
canoeing. Really nice for climbing in the water along a lake or river on a
very hot day. They also protect the leather shoes I usually wear. Really,
you don’t want to get leather shoes wet because they can take days to
dry–if at all. It’s likely you’ll ruin them by getting them soaked. Other than
that, I’m usually wearing a t-shirt and shorts that can get wet and dry
overnight in the campground or motel. Commuting to work requires a
little bit more of a plan. If it’s raining when it’s time to go, I’ll do something
other than bike. If the radar shows rain immediate, same thing. If I think
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What Is Kiva?
We Let You Loan to the Working Poor
Kiva’s mission is to connect people through lending for the sake of alleviating
poverty.
Kiva is the world’s first person-to-person micro-lending web site, empowering
individuals to lend directly to unique entrepreneurs around the globe.
The people you see on Kiva’s site are real individuals in need of funding - not
marketing material. When you browse entrepreneurs’ profiles on the site, choose
someone to lend to, and then make a loan, you are helping a real person make
great strides towards economic independence and improve life for themselves,
their family, and their community. Throughout the course of the loan (usually 6-12
months), you can receive e-mail journal updates and track repayments. Then, when
you get your loan money back, you can relend to someone else in need.

kiva.org/team/chicagocriticalmass
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I can make it, I’ll take off. Again, though, if it starts to rain I’ll protect the
shoes by changing into the rain-sandals or slippers. I do keep an extra
pair of pants, shirt, and underwear at work, just in case I arrived soaked.
Going home after work is different. Who cares if you get wet? You’ve got
dry clothes at home. You may need to hang out the clothes along with
the towel after showering to dry them off. During the summer I usually
change into shorts anyway for the ride home, so it’s no big deal. Again, I
do carry the water shoes and change, just to protect the leather shoes. I
did ride once in northern Washington, through the Hoh rain forest. During
the dry time of the year there’s a 30% chance of rain every day. It does
rain every day. If they have a picnic or an outdoor event scheduled, they
don’t schedule an alternate date; they just go ahead and hold it in the rain.
It’s like rain is an ordinary, everyday event and doesn’t bother anybody
or stop anybody from anything. (It just rains, it doesn’t storm with thunder
and lightning.) It’s amazing how easy you can adapt to rain and just simply
ignore it. And keep riding, of course!

Inspired by The London Fixed-Gear
and Single-Speed Forum’s Tweed Run
and challenged by San Francisco’s
Thursday Tweed Ride, I would like to
announce the 1st Annual Winston’s
Tweed Ride!
This celebration of herringbone, hip
flasks, and our noble steeds will be
hosted by British Bicycles of Chicago,
or the BBC.
Everyone is invited! If you have a Brit
bike, do ride. If you don’t but enjoy
tweedy elegance, do ride. If you do
both, CERTAINLY DO RIDE!!!
2 May 2009 marks the 80th anniversary
of Winston Churchill’s invention of
his exquisitely dry martini: copious
amounts of gin poured over crushed ice while he observed the vermouth
from across the room.
The route, designed by the Right Honorable Lee Diamond, is 10
civilized miles meandering past (and into) some of The Windy City’s
most infamous (and still open) speakeasies. Where else but in these
lively establishments would the ladies and gents find more bracing
refreshments and hearty victuals?
As with our fellow tweed runs, we hope to offer small, but significant,
prizes for Most Dapper Chap, Most Snappy Lass, Most Stylish Noble
Steed, Most Inspired Interpretation of Tweediness, and Best Mustache
(open to both lads and inventive lasses).
–da’ Square Wheelman (aka garth)
Visit thechainlink.org/events/winstons-tweed-ride for the latest details.
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